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教學目標教學目標

1. While learning from classmates and others, investigate and analyze various
practical translation techniques.

2. Develop an appreciation of the problems and solutions unique to translating from
Chinese into English.

3. Further develop writing skills in English, including syntax, nuanced expression, and
increasingly complex grammatical constructions.

4. Facilitate appreciation of time, mood, style, syntactic variance, intentional
ambiguity, and right-brain/left-brain approaches.

課程範圍課程範圍

1. Problems of singular/plural;
2. Problems of tense;
3. Revising sentence structure;
4. Ambiguity and various work-arounds;
5. On-line resources and research; establishing suitable authorities;
6. Revision process, power verbs and stronger prose style;
7. Proper names & different romanization systems;
8. UTF-8, coding and special punctuation across platforms;
9. Document naming and document control;

10. Collaborative approaches, critiquing classmates' work, editorial skills.

授課方式授課方式

1. Emphasis on building English language skills: English as spoken medium in class
and in all communications.

2. Each week a short piece (250~300 words, chosen from contemporary online
writings generally of reportage, reviews, biographical, and technical genres) as
homework assignment, either for comparing in class, or for mark-up and grading by
teacher; with few exceptions, each piece will be reworked by the student through
various versions, with the teacher recommending changes and, where instructive,
sharing individual problems with the whole class.

3. One medium-length (700~900 words) paper of student's own choosing: first draft
due by mid-term, final draft (probably v.5) by end of the semester.

4. Short poem translation from the Chinese: throughout the semester we will take one
poem translation by a student each week, as well as one poem from outside class
(sometimes translation, sometimes an English classic) to examine various poetic
techniques and see how they might apply to stronger prose writing.

5. Collaborative problem-solving and techniques emphasized throughout.

課程進度及綱要課程進度及綱要

The A-level student must:



1. demonstrate skills in solving problems outlined in 課程範圍, above;
2. consistently show the master's eye for accuracy; and
3. maintain their English level to where, supposing that they might hereafter be hired

as translator for an English-language publication or website in Taiwan, minimal
correction would be required by a native-speaker editor and could in most cases be
accomplished without the editor needing to refer back to the original Chinese.

參考書籍參考書籍

All reference material will be provided by the teacher week by week — either as Web
pages written by the teacher or as references and useful resources available online on
other sites.

評分方式評分方式

1. 出席及參與討論attendance & participation: 25%
2. 功課作業 homework: 50%
3. 試卷成績 mid-term and final exams: 25%

Additional Note

The course will also afford the student a general familiarization with cloud computing,
which means that all homework submitted as well as items shared and edited among
classmates and teacher will be "in the cloud."

Medium of choice will be Google Documents, which is available free to anyone with a
Gmail account. Instead of drafting papers in Microsoft Word and submitting as
attachments via email, homework assignments will be done as Google documents and
once completed then shared, both with the teacher and with one's classmate of choice
(two classmates make a team).

Templates for each assignment will be shared with the students week by week.

Since the world is moving increasingly toward publishing online, this work method lends
itself to the transition from working draft to online publication.
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